
HEAL FASTER
RECOVER BETTER

THE NEW STANDARD OF CARE
IN INJURY & POST-OP RECOVERY

“THE COOLING AND COMPRESSION EFFECT WAS THE 
ONLY THING THAT QUIETED MY ANKLE DOWN ENOUGH 
THAT I COULD ACTUALLY GET TO SLEEP.”

  Deborah Larson 
 Patient

“I PRESCRIBE GAME READY BECAUSE IT PROVIDES  
A SIGNIFICANT DECREASE IN THE NEED FOR PAIN 
MEDICATION AND AT LEAST A 20% FASTER RECOVERY.”

 Peter Millett, MD, MSc 
 The Steadman Clinic

WHY CHOOSE GAME READY?

Clinically proven to help you enhance recovery and reach key 

physical therapy milestones faster – outperforming conventional 

RICE (Rest–Ice–Compression–Elevation) applications.

Clinically proven to reduce pain and swelling while decreasing

the use and/or enabling an earlier discontinuation of narcotic 

medications that may have undesirable side effects.

Injury and post-op treatment system of choice for thousands 

of elite athletes, pro sports teams, orthopedic specialists, and 

physical therapists around the world.

In ongoing surveys, over 96% of patients report that Game Ready 

provided a better post-op recovery experience than a previous 

surgery using a different cold therapy.*

To learn how Game Ready can help you
heal faster and recover better, please talk to
your doctor or visit www.gameready.com.
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GAME READY® CRYO/CUFF™ GEL PACK

Game Ready with active compression delivers 

cold therapy that works faster, penetrates deeper, 

and lasts longer than typical applications.



REDUCE PAIN AND SWELLING, 
CUT NARCOTIC MEDICATIONS, 
ACCELERATE RECOVERY

If you’ve suffered a musculoskeletal injury or had 

an orthopedic surgery, you want to get back to the 

activities you love as quickly as possible. Game 

Ready® goes beyond treating symptoms, helping 

your body to heal faster and recover better.

LEADING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY 
RECOMMENDED BY PROFESSIONALS

The Game Ready System is comprised of an 

advanced control unit and a range of ergonomic 

wraps. Using revolutionary ACCEL® Technology 

(Active Compression and Cold Exchange Loop), the 

proven system integrates pneumatic compression 

and adjustable cold therapies to safely reduce 

swelling and pain, decrease the need for narcotic 

medications, and naturally accelerate recovery.

ANATOMICALLY ENGINEERED WRAPS PROVIDE 
BETTER COVERAGE, FIT AND RESULTS

The Game Ready System’s patented dual-action ATX®  

(Active Temperature Exchange) wraps are designed to 

optimize therapeutic cold and compression treatment of all 

major body parts. The wraps provide circumferential coverage 

and better surface contact for improved performance – and 

because they fit better, they’re more comfortable too.

COMPRESSION AND COLD 
WORKING TOGETHER LIKE 
NEVER BEFORE

Faster, deeper, longer-lasting intramuscular 

cooling slows cellular metabolism, helping your 

body to minimize tissue damage after an injury 

– and less damage means faster recovery.

Adjustable cold therapy actively removes heat 

and cools the injury or surgery site to reduce 

swelling, muscle spasms, and pain in a 

non-narcotic application.

Air pressure conforms the circumferential wrap to 

your body for better surface contact, enhancing 

the effects of deep-penetrating cold therapy.

Active pneumatic compression mimics natural 

muscle contractions, helping your body pump 

away swelling (edema) while stimulating the 

flow of oxygenated blood to your injury.

The convenient and portable Game Ready 

System features intuitive controls, automated 

settings, easy-to-apply wraps, online how-to 

tools, and friendly customer support to assure 

quick, no-hassle setup and operation.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ACTIVE COMPRESSION & COLD 
THERAPY, PLEASE VISIT WWW.GAMEREADY.COM


